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Are You Going About the Talent Shortage Wrong? It’s Time to Stop 
MacGyvering
We all know the stats. The security workforce shortage is impacting two-thirds of organizations, while the gap — currently at 4 million —
continues to grow. Security teams are short-staed, to the point where a 25% say the inability to keep with the workload is a root cause 
of security incidents.

The conversation typically focuses on challenges like the growing demand outpacing supply. Forrester even goes as far as saying that 
much of the problem is “self-inicted” — and one reason is that employers “expect to hire MacGyver but pay like McDonalds.”

We’re looking at the problem wrong.

In the words of MacGyver himself, “there always seems to be a way to x things.” But this is the wrong x.
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Yes, the talent shortage is real. But there’s another reason why organizations have a shortage of skilled talent. Every new technology
added to your security infrastructure not only adds complexity but is resource intensive, not to mention the decreased ecacy in
detecting and preventing threats.

So clearly throwing bodies at the problem has not worked here. Talk about a self-inicted cycle.

The disconnect between technology,  people, and processes
We could always count on MacGyver to come up with an ingenious way to solve a problem. In one instance, he took out a ashlight
spring to x a compressor, while saying, “When something’s broken, the easiest thing to do is just throw it away and forget about it. But
if you step back and take a look at what you’ve got, sometimes you nd a totally dierent way of making it work.”

To apply this idea to security, it’s time to step back and take a look at what you have — not just technology but also people and
processes — and nd a totally dierent way to make them work. Together.

The appeal of the move from products to platform has ooded the industry with platform solutions that end up integrating two or more
products together. These platforms that simply layer technology to deal with your most pressing security concern aren’t eectively
eliminating the complexity that your teams have to deal with. Adding more technologies may seem like the most straightforward
approach to reduce alert fatigue but it’s not necessarily the right solution.

You need a platform embedded into your security technologies that empowers your security teams to make decisions based on
complete and actionable insights. At the end of the day, the goal needs to be simply to create a seamless, simpler, more consistent
experience that allows a threat to be detected in one area of the enterprise and be blocked everywhere else – from the data center,
network, and cloud, to email, the web, endpoints, and everywhere in between. We believe that you can do so by leveraging integration,
automation, and analytics to ensure that your technologies are working for you.

Making NetOps and ITOps an extension of SecOps
At Cisco, our approach is to bridge technology, people, and processes. We’ve taken the time to build the mortar into your entire
security infrastructure—the new security platform called Cisco SecureX. It doesn’t just connect to Cisco products; it transforms your
infrastructure from a series of disjointed solutions into a fully integrated environment. This transforms your security teams from business
blockers to business enablers empowered to scale and meet the needs of tomorrow.



Instead of telling our customers they need to hire more experts to manage their security solutions, we want to help them mitigate the
talent shortage by uniting teams, solutions, and processes into a consistent experience.

To that end, we asked the question: How can we reduce the ITOps and NetOps reliance on SecOps, and stop the bottlenecks these
teams create for each other? How can SecOps, ITOps, and NetOps collaborate with unied workows?

Let’s say the IT help desk receives a ticket about a slow-running computer. In a typical organization, the workow may look like this:

The technician connects remotely into the server and sees that the process is using up memory, but there’s
not enough visibility to identify the root cause of the problem.

Next step is to involve SecOps and NetOps to gain more context. Since those teams don’t share context,
they may not be able to pinpoint the exact issue either.

After an hour or more of troubleshooting and working with SecOps and NetOps, the ITOps’ answer is to
reimage the slow computer.

We wanted to break down these kinds of siloes that the teams work in, and at the same time make security more ecient. And Cisco
SecureX does just that. At RSA 2020 this year we introduced Cisco SecureX – a new way for users to experience Cisco’s Security
portfolio.  Cisco SecureX streamlines our customers’ operations with unied visibility across their security portfolio and provides out-of-
box integrations, powerful security analytics, and automated workows to speed threat detection and response.

With SecureX, this is how the workow would look like in the same scenario:

The Security Analyst uses the SecureX dashboard — with access to a list of all users, devices, and apps — to
investigate a malicious cryptomining attempt that was exploiting vulnerabilities on your endpoint and server-
based applications.
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After identifying the problem, the analyst uses analytics to uncover where cryptomining activity may be
occurring in your organization. Armed with a holistic understanding of the threat, the analyst now proceeds to
block network connections to web sites known to participate in mining cryptocurrencies and isolates the
endpoint host using SecureX’s threat response application.

Once he accesses the computer remotely to conrm that the cryptomining app connection was terminated,
he simply reconnects the endpoint to the network.

Watch the Cisco SecureX Overview Video Now

Cisco SecureX unies visibility, enables automation and strengthens security
The entire sequence takes just 10 minutes instead of an hour or more, without involving SecOps and NetOps. SecureX provides all of
your security teams – SecOps, NetOps, and ITOps personalized views of the same shared context, enabling them to collaborate better
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than ever before. This means they can more easily harmonize your security policies and drive stronger outcomes.

How SecureX helps mitigate the skills gap
Now, I’m not saying that SecureX solves the talent shortage on a global scale. The reality is that digital transformation, coupled with the
growing threat landscape, will continue to place more demand on organizations to hire additional talent.

What SecureX can do, however, is start solving that self-inicted problem we talked about earlier — the one caused by unnecessary
complexities we as an industry have created. With no disrespect to our resourceful hero, we want to stop you from MacGyvering your
security with dozens of point tools — and nally close the gap between your technology, people, and processes.

Want to see for yourself how you can do that? Sign up for our SecureX Waitlist and learn more about SecureX here.
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